which reveals great potentials for renewable energy utilization and waste heat recovery.
12
Based on testing results of sorbents with carbon coated nickel, a promising sorption thermal cell is developed and
13
analyzed for combined cold and heat storage, which greatly enhances the versatility and working reliability. Under 
Subscripts
It is widely recognized that thermal energy storage (TES) plays an essential role in achieving efficient 28 utilization of renewable energy [1] and industrial waste heat [2] . Advanced TES technology can improve operating 29 flexibility and reliability to overcome the drawbacks of time discrepancy, distance discrepancy and instability of 30 different heat sources by adjusting mismatch between energy supply and demand [3] .
31
As for present states, TES could be generally classified into three aspects, i.e. sensible heat energy storage, 32 latent heat energy storage by using phase change material(PCM), and thermochemical energy storage [4] . Among 33 them, an urgent challenge lies in low energy storage density for renewable energy utilization e.g. solar energy due
34
to the fact that energy varies with time and place [5] . Consequently, it is desirable to realize efficient seasonal solar
35
TES [6] . Present mature solar TES product is solar hot water tank, which suffers the disadvantages of unsteady 36 working temperature and large system volume. PCM is also not suitable for seasonal energy storage because it 37 could take the risk of releasing the heat in advance, which results in large heat losses during the storage duration [7] .
38
Therefore, thermochemical energy storage is expected to have the better energy storage performance.
39
As a major thermochemical process, sorption process has been extensively investigated in term of 
87
where reaction enthalpy between SrCl2 and NH3 is 41432 J·mol -1 [22] . 
92
It is acknowledged that density and mass ratio of salt are significant for the development of composite sorbent.
93
The higher density and lower mass ratio are, the lower permeability and higher thermal conductivity will become.
For testing thermal properties, density of novel composite SrCl2 is selected in the range from 500 kg·m -3 to 600 ENG and Ni@C is adopted as 20:1 [21] . 
where msalt is mass of composite SrCl2 
165
Global conversion rate is defined as the percentage of composite sorbent that reacted with the refrigerant,
166
which is significant to assess the working performance of working pairs [27] . In order to investigate the influence 167 of carbon coated metal on sorption and desorption characteristics, global conversion rate X of composite SrCl2
168
with different matrix is evaluated and compared, which is shown in Fig.3 . 180 o C desorption temperature is 169 exemplified for desorption process in Fig.3a 
184 185
Since composite sorbent with Ni@C shows the best sorption and desorption rate, the rest of paper will be 186 focus on the improved performance between the sorbent with Ni@C and without Ni@C, which has the larger 187 improvement between the sorbent with Al@C and without Al@C. SrCl NH +7NH SrCl 8NH 
215
will be conducive to condensation process. After the charging process, the valve between sorption reactor and 216 liquid tank will be closed to separate the sorbent and refrigerant. Thermal energy will be stored and transformed 217 to chemical potential. Once cold and heat demands are required, the valve between sorption reactor and liquid tank 218 is opened again. For the discharging process, liquid tank will be cooled to evaporation temperature, and the 219 refrigerant will be evaporated and flow into sorption reactor. Liquid tank lies in the down side, which will be 220 conducive to evaporation process. Sorption heat released by the sorbent will provide useful heat for end user.
221
Simultaneously, evaporation heat of the refrigerant will supply useful cold. It is quite flexible for modular sorption 222 thermal cell to supply cold and heat separately or combined cold and heat for end user since evaporation heat and 223 sorption heat could supply cold a relatively low temperature and heat at a high temperature. 
236
between chloride and ammonia. The higher temperature difference is, the faster desorption rate will become. For 237 the discharging process, evaporator is cooled to evaporation temperate at point C whereas sorption reactor is cooled 238 to point D. In this case, heat output temperature is much lower than heat input temperature in the charging process.
239
Ammonia will be evaporated and sorbed by sorption reactor. Sorption process will proceed from point C to point 
Evaluation of modular sorption thermal cell

275
Heat output of modular sorption thermal cell in the discharging process can be expressed as equation 6:
where QR is reaction heat, Qreactor is sensible heat consumed by sorption reactor which includes sensible heat of 278 composite sorbent and metal part of sorption reactor.
279
Cold output of sorption thermal cell in the discharging process could be expressed as equation 7:
where Qeva is evaporation heat of ammonia, Qevaporator is sensible heat consumed by evaporator when it is cooled 282 from environmental temperature to evaporation temperature, which includes sensible heat of ammonia and metal 283 part of evaporator.
284
Energy storage density, which is defined as the amount of energy output based on the mass of sorbent, is used
285
to assess the performance of sorption thermal cell for combined cold and heat storage. Cold and heat density are 286 expressed as equations 8 and 9.
287
Cold density for cold output:
289
Heat density for heat output:
where Msorb is the mass of novel composite SrCl2.
292
Power density, which is defined as the amount of power output based on the mass of sorbent, is also used to 293 evaluate the performance of sorption thermal cell for combined cold and heat storage. Cold and heat power density
294
are expressed as equations 10 and 11.
295
Cold power density for cold output:
c,out c s sorb
where ts is sorption time.
301
Performance analysis
302
Based on properties of composite SrCl2, performance of modular sorption thermal cell is analyzed and 303 compared. For evaluating energy storage density and energy power density, sensible heat will not be considered 304 due to the fact that sensible heat will play different roles for different working conditions. Sensible heat could be 305 utilized for short term energy storage whereas it cannot be used for long term or seasonal energy storage.
306
Comparably, sorption heat will be relatively stable for both short term and long term energy storage.
Since different evaporation temperatures demonstrate similar trends, 10 o C evaporation temperature is selected 308 to illustrate energy density of composite SrCl2 with and without Ni@C, which is shown in Fig.8 
333
Ni@C. Due to the better heat and mass transfer performance of novel composite sorbent, the faster sorption rate 334 will be obtained, which leads to the higher cold and heat power density of modular sorption thermal cell. For the discharging process, the larger cold and heat temperature slide could be obtained. For cold and heat output,
349
heat will be promoted into a higher temperature utilization whereas cold could be supplied with deep freezing 
389
[4] Modular sorption thermal cell could be flexible connected to battery for different scaling applications.
390
Series connections of modular sorption thermal cell will be conducive to the adjustment for heat source.
391
The larger cold and heat temperature slide could be obtained. For parallel connections, quantity of cold
392
and heat output will be increased with the increment of modular sorption thermal cell.
394
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